Development of Cys38 knock-out and humanized version of NbAahII10 nanobody with improved neutralization of AahII scorpion toxin.
During scorpion envenoming, highly toxic small polypeptides of the venom diffuse rapidly within the victim, causing serious medical problems. Nanobodies (Nbs), the recombinant single-domain antigen-binding fragments of camel-specific heavy-chain only antibodies, offer special advantages in therapy over classic antibody fragments due to their robustness and smaller size, matching the size of the scorpion toxins. Recently, a potent AahII scorpion toxin-neutralizing Nb was identified. However, this NbAahII10 contains a single Cys in its first antigen-binding loop, leading to Nb dimerization upon prolonged storage. In this work, we first investigate the efficacy of NbAahII10 variants in which this Cys was substituted by Ala, Ser or Thr. Second, the NbAahII10 Cys/Ser mutant displaying the best functional properties is subsequently humanized. It is demonstrated that the maximally humanized version of NbAahII10 Cys/Ser maintains its high affinity for the antigen without conceding much on expression yield and stability. More importantly, its neutralizing capacity is preserved as all mice survive injections of seven LD(50) and 50% of mice survived nine LD(50) of the scorpion toxin. Thus, this humanized Nb is the best candidate to develop a therapy in human against the most toxic venom compound of one of the most dangerous scorpions.